
 

O.P. Jindal School, Savitri Nagar, Tamnar 

Holiday Homework 

Session-2023-24 

Class-IV 

S.No Subject Home work 

 
1 English 

 
➢ Butterfly Laughter-Draw and paste the wings of a butterfly on a chart 

paper. Cut them out and paste them on an ice-cream stick-two wings on 

either side. Leave a little space at the bottom of the ice-cream stick. Cut 

two thin, short strips of a paper straw and paste them on the top end of the 

ice-cream stick shaped like a V to make the antennae. Decorate the 

butterfly with glitter. Grasp the bottom of the ice-cream stick and wave it 

slowly. The butterfly will flutter its wings! 

➢ The key to the Garden-1,2-Make a chart on crocuses, daffodils, 

snowdrops and daisies. Draw the flowers or paste pictures on a A4 size 

chart paper and write 2 sentences on each of them. 
 

2 Hindi 

 

 

    1   izfrfnu lekpkj lqudj eq[; fcanqvksa dks fy[ksa 

    2   izfrfnu ,d ist lqys[k fy[ksa 

    3   M] M+] <] <+ o.kksZa dk iz;ksx djrs gq, pkj&pkj “kCn fy[ksaA 

    4   fganh fxurh 1 ls 100 rd vadksa vkSj “kCnksa esa fy[ksaA 

    5   ckjg eghuksa ds uke faganh esa fy[kdj daBLFk djsaA 

 
 

3 Math 

 
➢ Solve the worksheet in textbook page no.-24 

➢ Learn Multiplication tables-2-15 

➢ Solve the worksheet given. 
 

4 Science 

 
➢ Draw the internal structure of teeth. 

➢ Write any three precautions we must take to prevent tooth decay. 

➢ How acid causes tooth decay? Prove with an activity. 
 

5 Social 

Science 

 

     1. Write and learn the names of the states along with their capitals in A4 

paper. 

    2. Make a project by using waste material of your home. 

    3. Read and learn lesson 1-3  

    4. Make a poster on-  

    a) SAVE TREES 

    b) SAVE WATER 

 
6. IT 

 

 

 

 

➢ Complete AI Explore (page no.12) 

Microsoft LUIS Smart Home allows you to control lights by giving 

voice commands. Visit the following link to experience the lighting 

control system in a smart home. 

https://aidemos.microsoft.com/luis/demo 

Write 10 lines about your experience the lightning control system in a 

smart home in A4 size paper. 

 

 
 

https://aidemos.microsoft.com/luis/demo


 

O.P.JINDAL SCHOOL, SAVITRI NAGAR, TAMNAR 
SUMMER HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

SESSION-2023-24 

MATH 
Class-IV 

Work Sheet (MCQ) 

1. Choose the number that goes in the blank. 

 

2,000 +                 + 30 + 9 = 2,739 

  

a) 30     b) 700      c) 200      d)9 

 

2. What is 1,935 rounded to the nearest thousand? 

 

a) 1,140                   b) 2,100                       c) 2,040                     d)2,000 

 

3. What is the place value of the 2 in the following number?    3,28,475 

 

a) 2 Thousands  b) 2 Ten Thousands  c) 2 Hundreds   d) 2Lakhs 

 

4. Which answer shows 215 in expanded form? 

 

a) 200 + 5  b) 200 + 10 + 5              c) 20 + 5  d)  None of these 

 

5. What is the face value of four in the number?       8,90,465 

 

a) 4    b) 400    c) 40   d) None of these 

 

6. Which of the choices represents one thousand, five hundred fifteen in standard form? 

 

a) 1000 + 500 + 10 + 5 b) 1515   c) 100515  d) 1000515 

 

7. How is eight thousand seventy-six written in standard form? 

 

a) 8,076   b) 8,067   c) 8,706  d) 8,760 

 

8. What will be the greatest 6- digit number by using these digits?   4, 8, 5 , 9 

 

a) 985554   b) 999854   c) 988954  d) 985444 

 

9. Compare : 6,54,892    _________   6,45,892 

 

a) >    b) <    c) +   d) = 

 

10. What will be the Hindu – Arabic number for CLXV? 

 

a) 174   b) 127    c) 165   d) 175 

 

 

*********************************************************** 

 


